JAWAHAR NOVODAYA VIDYALAYA SELECTION TEST 2005
LATERAL ENTRY – CLASS IX

ADMIT CARD

Day and Date of Examination:

ROLL NO. ________________________________

Time: 10.00 hrs
(Candidates to report 30 minutes before)

Venue: Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya
MATHUR ROAD, KALAPET,
PONDICHERRY-14

(1) Name of the Candidate..........................................................

(2) Father’s Name........................................................................

(3) Date of Birth.....................................................................(Words)
...........................................................................(figures)

(4) Category : (encircle appropriate)
(I) Boy / Girl (II) Gen / SC / ST

Signature of the candidate in the presence of HM/Principal of the school where the candidate is studying in his/her class VIII during 2004-05
To be left blank for obtaining signature of the candidate in the presence of Centre Supdt./Invigilator in the day of exam.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Receipt No..........................

Received application from Master/Ms..........................................................
S/o/D/o Sh................................. student of ................................. school for admission in Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya selection test Lateral Entry-IX, 2005

Principal

J.N.V...................................................
Dist....................................................
State ..................................................